Electronic Pass for Movement around Moscow and Moscow Region
Dear Clients and Partners,
Please be aware that since April 15, 2020 a special digital pass is required for moving around
Moscow and Moscow region by personal or public transport. For walking the pass is not needed.
There are several categories of passes:


employment pass (is applicable for people working under services contracts as well). The
employees of the companies continuing business activities should register the pass for
moving to the place of work. The pass will be valid until April 30 without any route
restrictions.



pass for visiting hospitals. This is a pass for a one around trip to the hospital, number of
passes for one person per week is not limited.



pass for other personal purposes. There is no limited list of such purposes, however the
purpose must comply with the established restrictions (for example, shopping center,
restaurant, etc., cannot be specified as a purpose because they are closed). The pass is
issued for one day for one around trip, not more than twice a week.

The passes are free of charge: online via mos.ru (Moscow) or via app "STOP Coronavirus
Service" (Moscow region), by SMS to 7377 (Moscow) or 0250 (Moscow region), by calling Uniform
Information Service +7 (495) 777-77-77 (Moscow) or 8-800-550-50-30 (Moscow region).
Compliance with the pass regime will be controlled by the police, Rosgvardia, traffic police. You
should keep the pass either in paper or in electronic form together with the passport.
We also note that from April 13 to April 19 most of the businesses in Moscow and Moscow
region except for those responsible for life support, medical organizations, state defense
enterprises, etc. must stop their activities. The full list of companies whose activities are to be
terminated can be found in Annex to the Mayor of Moscow Decree and Annex to the Governor of
the Moscow Region Decree.
Security staff, payroll specialists and employees responsible for maintenance of ongoing
technological processes will continue work in the ordinary regime.
All other categories of employees should continue working remotely.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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